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Preface 

This MSc thesis consists of two chapters. Th e fir8t chapter i.5 written in article 8tyle. In thi.5 
chapter, the m ethods used in thi.5 8tudy and the re.5ult8 will be pre.5entecl. The second chapter 
contain.5 background information about the experiments describecl in chapter 1. Therefore, 
some overlap of subjects is inevitable. 



Abstract 

The goal of this study was to quant itatively characterize the anisot ropic properties of brain 
tissue in rela tion to the microstructure. Porcine brain tissue samples were prepa red for three 
different orientations. The mechanica! properties of the brain tissue samples were tested in 
shear deforma tion using dynamic frequency sweep (DFS) tests . A parallel pla te configuration 
of an ARES rota tiona l rheometer was used in combination wi t h a Peltier Environmental 
Control. An eccentric configuration for rotational shear experiments was used where the 
samples were placed at the edge of the plate . The shear straü1 amplitude was 1 % and the 
visco-elastic properties, storage modulus G' and loss modulus G" , were meas ured for the 
frequency range of 1 to 10 Hz. Different types of anisotropy were observed and a G' in t he 
range of 200-1150 P a and a G" in the range of 100-470 P a were measured. 

In order to measure the underlying structure of the mechanically tested porcine 
brain tissue samples, Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) experiments were performed. The 
DTI measurements were clone using a three-dimensional spin-echo sequence with two 
diffusion-sensit izing gradients placed symmetrically around the 180-degree RF pulse, 
according to Stejska l-Tanner. The di ffusion-sensitizing gradients were applied in 10 different 
directions to measure water diffusion in the samples. 

Three-dimensional finite element (FE) rnodels of the bram tissue samples were used to 
couple the mechanica! and imaging experiments to accurately characterize the anisotropic 
mechanica! behavior of brain tissue. The Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden material model is used to 
describe the mechanica! behavior of t he samples . The materi al parameters G and k1 of t he 
consti tutive model were varied to match the experimentally obtained mechanica! response . 
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Chapter 1 

Anisotropic properties of brain 
tissue in relation to the 
microstructure 

1. 1 Intro d uction 

T he majority of trauma deaths is caused by central nervous system (CNS) injurics and a 
spccific injury of this group is head injury [l]. Annually an average of at least 1.4 million 
Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) cases occurrcd in the Un ited States from 1995 to 2001 , 50.000 
of w hich resul teel in death and approximately 1.1 million cases were reported at the emergency 
clepartment [2]. One of the major causes of TBI related deaths are motor vehicle traffic 
accidents , however, the majority of the emergency department visits were a results of falls [2]. 
Thereforc, TBI is consiclered an important and widespread problem . 

TBI is defined as an i11jury to the brain caused by an external force [3]. There are different 
ways to classify TBI and a generally used classificat io11 is to distinguish between focal and 
cliffnse iujury [4]. Focal injuries are often related with injuries following from direct mechan ica! 
forces . Diffuse injuries are more often found for acceleration/ deceleration conditions in which 
the head does not nccessarily contact anythiug. Many types of TBI exist and the most common 
type is diffuse axonal injury (DAI) which is related to microscopie damage of axons . An axon 
is a long slender fiber and a pa rt of the nerve cell [5, 6]. Signals from one nerve cell to another 
nerve cell are transmitted through axons [5, 6]. Damage to axons is assumed to be caused by 
shear deform ation of the tissue and can eventually lead to rupture of axons [7] . Subsequently, 
signals can not be transmitted among the nerve cells anymore. In the study of Povlishock [8], 
it was found that rupture of axons is due to local axona l swelling and consequently DAI may 
not result in rupture of axons direct ly. Therefore, a t first sight DAI sometimes appears to be 
less severe, although damaged axons can rupture hours or even days aftcr injury. In order to 
determine the severity of DAI better , more insight into the rnechanisms which result in TBI 
is needed. 

The development of TBI is related to different length scales which can be classified as 
the heacl , tissue and cellular level. Mechanical loading caused by an impact on the head wi ll 
result in stresses and strains at the tissue level [9] . Eventually, these stresses and strains at the 
tissue level can lead to damage of the brain nerve cells. An important factor for an accurate 
prediction of the real stresses and strains in the brain caused by an impact, is the geometry of 
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1.1. Introduction Chapter 1. 

the brain [10- 13] . In the stucly of Cloots et a l. [9], an orientation-clependent sensit ivity of brain 
t issue to mechanica] loads was shown , which partly depends on the mechanica] anisotropy of 
the tissue. This is an important motivation for studying the mechanica] anisotropy. 

TBI is related to mechanica! loacling by t he use of brain injury criteria. The most 
commonly used in t he automotive inclustry is the Head Injury Cri terion (HIC) [1 4, 15]. This 
criterion is on ly based on translat iona l accelerations of the head and angular accelerations of 
the head are not taken into account , which a re known to cause bram damage [1 6]. A more 
accurate prediction of t he stresses and strains inside the brain t issue . caused by a mechanica! 
load on the head , can be provided , by the use of numerical finite element (FE) head models, 
e .g. [17- 25]. The geometrie details of the different braiu parts , e.g. brainstem and corpus 
callosum, are modeled more precisely ill these head models nowadays . Improvements of the 
currcnt FE head models can be clone rcgarding the mechanica! properties of brain t issue ii. 
order to get a more reliable prediction of TBI. 

T he mechanica! properties of brain t issue have been studicd for many years, e .g. [26- 35]. 
An overview of previous studies on the mechanica! properties of brain t issue is given by Hrapko 
et a l. [36] . Brain t issue can be described as a visco-elast ic material by the storage modulus 
G' and loss modulus G". In li terature, t he reported visco-elast ic sbcar moduli vary between 
studies . This variation can be ca used by several reasons. e.g. d ifferent test dev ices and test 
protocols. Garo et al. [33] a!ld Hrapko et al. [36] have found that some test cond it ions, sucb as 
post-mortem t ime, temperat nre alld pre-compression in shear experirnents, wil! influence the 
measured mechanica! properties of bra in t issue . Also, different types of t issue and different 
regiolls of t he brain used fo r testillg will lead to a vari at ion in resul ts . An ima! brain t issue, 
such as porcine brain t issue or bovine brain tissue is often used, whereas human brain tissue is 
rarely used beca use of availability. A few studies have investigated the mechanica\ anisotropy 
of brain t issue [26, 28 , 30, 31, 36]. The underlying rnicrostructure of the brain can lead to 
anisotropic mechanica! behavior for t he d ifferent parts of t he brain . Brain tissue consists of 
grey and white matter. Grey matter is t he part of t he brain which consists of a network 
of dendrites aud cell bodies of nerve cells. White matter consists of myelinated fibers which 
connect different regions of t he brain to each other. In the study of Prange a nd lVIargulies [28], 
it was fo und that white matter shows more a uisotropic bchavior t han grey matter, due to the 
underlying fiber structure in wh ite matter. The d ifferences for dynamic moduli in different 
directions were found to be in the range of 30%-50% [36]. 

Imaging techniques can be used to provide a better insight into t he underlying brain tissue 
microstructure. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) [37 ,38] is a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
technique capable of imaging t he orientat ion of the interna l fibrous structure of t issues, such 
as the neuronal tracts in the brain . This is based on the measurement of the diffusion of 
water molecules [38] . The diffusion rate of water molecules in human tissue is not the same in 
different directions, due to cell membranes, cytoskeleton and macromolecules [39]. The water 
molecules wi ll move more easily along an axon than perpendicular to the axon [40]. Therefore, 
in wh ite matter of brain t issue, it is assumed t hat anisotropy of diffosion is observed d ue to 
t he ordered st ructure of axons and myelin sheaths [38]. Many studies have investigated the 
fiber structures in brain tissue using DT I, e.g. [41 45] and variations are found in axonal 
orientatiou for different parts of the brain. 

Gasser e t a l. [46] have developed a constit utive model to represent the dispersion of the 
coll agen fiber orientat ion for arteria l laycrs. T he Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden materia l model [46] 
can be used to describe the anisotropic mechanica! behavior of brain t issue. The goal of this 
study is to quanti tatively characterize the anisotropic properties of brain t issue in relat ion 
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to the microstructure. In the study of Ning et al. [47], the constitutive response of the 
bra instem undergoing fini te shear deformation was defined usiug a combined a pproach of fini te 
clement analysis (FEA) aud au opt imization method . Innova tive in this study is the fact that 
mechanica] experiments aud inmging experiments a re combined to obtain t he parameters of 
t he c:onsti tut ive model based on the underlying st ruc:ture . 

1.2 Materials and methods 

In this study, first ly the anisotropic mechanica! response of porc: ine brain t issue samples has 
been determined with rheological measurements. In addi t ion , t he axonal orientat ion of t hese 
mec:hanic:ally tested samples has been determined wi th DT I measurements. Finally, to relate 
t he results of both mechanica! and imaging experimcnts, t hree-dimensional fini te element 
(FE) models of the brain t issue samples based on the underlying struc:ture are used . 

1.2.1 Sample preparation 

For the rheological and DT I measurements, brain t issue samples were prepared . Anima! brain 
t issue is often used instead of human brain t issue. In this study, porcine brain t i:·sue is chosen 
hec:ause that is easily available from the local slaughterhouse. Another advantage is that the 
post-mortem time can be minimize<l which has an inftuence on the measured materi a l response 
of the porcine brain t issue [3:3]. In previous studies [28, 30, 31], the mechanica! response of 
human and porcine brain t issue samples were compared and porc:ine brain t issue is was found 
to be a good substitute for human brain t issue. The microstructure of porcine brain tissue 
is cousidered to be fully devcloped at t he age of 6 mont hs [28, 48]. T herefore, t he porc:ine 
braiHs obtained from the slaughterhouse are from pigs which are at least 6 rnont hs old . T he 
porciue brains were pu t in a ja r filled with a solu t ion of Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) 
to preveut dehydrat ion of the t issue. In the study of Garo et a l. [33], it was foun<l t ha t the 
rneasured ma terial response of porcine brain t issue tends to increase in t ime for post-mortem 
t imes exceeding a thresholcl of 6 hours [33]. In the cmrent study, the post-mortem t ime 
was t herefore minimized suc:h t hat the rheological measurements were conducted wi thin the 
t hreshold t ime of 6 hours. T herefore, samples of the porcine brain halves were prepa red 
wi thin 3 hours a fter sacrifice. Slices from t he corpw; c:allosum of approximately 2 mm were 
cut wit h a vibrating-blade microtome (Leica VTlO00S) [49]. The speed and frequency of the 
microtome were set to 0.05-0.1 mm / s and 100 Hz, respectively. From the slices, cylindrically 
shapcd samples were obtaiued using a cork bore wi th a diameter of 7 mm. The samples were 
prepared from the same region wi t h three different orientations to vary t he fiber orientation 
in t he brain t issue samples. T he samples were taken parallel (A), perpendicular (B ) and at an 
angle of 45° ( C) to the sagittal plaue, as illustrated in figure 1. 1. The samples were preserved 
in P BS at 5°C until the start of t he tests. Prior to DTI measurements, but immediately after 
t he rheological measuremcnts, the tested samples were fixated in 37% formaldehyde in order 
to preserve the axonal st rncture of t he samples. The fixat ion of the samples does not inftuence 
t he anisotropy of water diffusion [50 , 51]. 
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1.2. Materials and m ethods Chapter 1. 

Top view Sagittal plane 
A: parallel 

r, ; } , \ ~ 

L - ~- ' ~ J 

Corpus callosum 

Figure 1.1: Schema.tic overview of different sample orienta.tions 

1. 2. 2 Mechanica! experiment 

nheological measuremcnts werc performed on the porci11e brain tissue samples to determine 
the mechanica! properties of t he mater ial. The samples were tested in shear with a rotational 
rheometer (ARES , Advanced Rheometric Expansion System [52]) using a plate-plate 
co11figuration. The test setup consists of an upper and a lower plate which are parallel to 
each other. A t urntable was attached to the lower pla,tc, to make change of the orientation of 
the sam ple possible during the measurement. An eccentric test configuration [53] was usecl , 
wherc the turntable was placed at the edge of t he lower plate as schematically depictcd in 
fi gm e 1.2. The sample was placed in the center of the tnrutable. The advantages of this 
coufiguration are an increase of the measured torque and a more homogeneous clcformat iou . 
Fmthermore, waterproof sandpaper (grain size 0.18 mm) was gluecl to the upper plate and 
t he turntable to prevent s li pping of t he samples during measurements. The test setup used 
in t his study to measure t he mechanica! properties of brain tissue was also used by Hrapko 
et al. [36]. 

Side view 

R 

Moist chamber 

Upper plate 

Sample 

Turntable 

Lower plate 

Figure 1.2: Eccentric test configura.tion 
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Chap ter 1. 1.2. Materials and methods 

Dynamic frequency sweep (DFS) tests were used to test the samples in shear deformation. 
In order to measure a nisotropy, the turntable a t the lower plate can be rotated by an 
angle r/J, changing the orientation of the sample with respect to the shear direction. This 
is schern atically illustrate<l in the top view of t he lower plate, see figure 1.2, wi th the arrow on 
t he t urntable represent ing the shear direction. Before t he start of each test , the upper plate 
and t urntable were moistened with PBS to prevent the sample from sticking to the sandpaper. 
After placing t he sample a t the center of t he t urntable. the upper plate was lowered unt il it 
to11ched the upper surface of the sample. The height of the samples was estimated , when an 
axial force of approximatcly 5 mN was measured . 

Brain tissue behaves non-liuearly for straius larger than 1% [27, 31]. The properties of 
brain tissue were measured in the linear viscoclastic regime and therefore, each DFS test 
performed consisted of a si11usoidal strain wi th an amplitude of 1 % imposed on the sample 
aud the frequency was rangiug from 1 Hz to 10 Hz. The test started wi th precondi t ioning 
of the sample by cond uct ing a DFS test at the origiual orientation of the turntable (i.e., 
0°). During test ing, the temperature was controlled by a Pelt ier heat pump [52] and set at 
37°C . Furt hermore, samples were covered by a rnoist chamber to prevent dehydration. After 
a con<lucted DFS test, t he moist chamber was taken away and the upper plate was detached 
from the sample. Then, the turntable was rota ted to a new orientat ion and the upper plate 
was ruoistened again. Before couduc:ting a new DFS test , the upper plate was lowered to the 
original height of the sample and the moist charuber was placed back. Tl1e orienta tion of 
the t urntable was rotated from 0° to 360° by increments of 30° in a random way to enable 
rneasurement of propert ies depending on orienta t ion only. At the end of a complete set of 
DFS tests, a small incision was made in the sample at t hf' 0° orientation fo r recogni t ion of t he 
sample orientat ion during DT I measurements. To correct for any t ime dcpendent changes, 
t hrec DFS tests at 0° orientat ion were clone at t ime points between t he regula r DFS tests 
from 0° to 360°. 

Since the eccentric rota tional shear configurat ion [53] was used , the shear stress T was 
calcula ted from the measmed torque M and angle 0 by: 

MR 
T = ---------.-

? R2( ( R- R1 )2 + !!l). 
- 7f 1 2 8 

(1.1 ) 

where R is the distance from the center of the rheometer to the edge of t he sample, R1 is 
t he sample radius and h is t he sample height. T he material response of t he samples during 
the DFS tests is measured in terms of the storage modulus G' , loss modulus G" and dynamic 
shear modulus Gd detennined for each frequency. The dynamic shear modulus represents the 
overall material response, which can be expressed i11 terms of the storage modulus and loss 
modulus as follows [52, 54]: 

( 1.2) 

For a c:orrection of t imc-dcpendent changes, it was assumed t hat t he measured modulus can 
be expressed as G(t , r/> ) = .ft (t)G<j, (r/>), with rjJ t he orientat ion of the turntable. T he measured 
data at 0° , relative to G(t = 0, rjJ = 0°), was fitted with a linear function ft (t ) = At+ B 
by a least-squares fit . Correction of the da ta for time dependency was clone according to 

G<p (c/; ) = G(t, cp ) [1/i i~?J. 
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1.2.3 Imaging experiment 

The structure of brain t issue samples is measured with Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) [37,38] 
to ena ble t he interpretation of their anisotropic mechanical response. 

DTI measurcments were performed wit h a horizontal-bore 9.4T scanner (Bruker BioSpin , 
Ettlingen , Germany) running Paravision 5. 1 software [55]. The brain t issue sample was 
placed in a small cylindrical tray filled with a solution of P hosphate Buffered Saline 
(PBS) and inserted into t he scanner inside an RF coil. The DTI measurements were 
done using a thrce-dimensional spin-echo scquence with two diffusion-sensit izing gradients 
placed symmetrically around the 180° RF pulsc, according to Stejskal-Tanner [56]. The 
diffusion-sensitizing gradients were applied iu 10 different directions to measm e water diffusiou 
iu the samples. Sequence parameters were: field of view (FOV) = 2.56x2. 56x2.56 cm3 , 

acquisit ion matri x = 128x64x64, reconstruct io11 mat rix = 128x128x128, voxel d imensions 
= 0 .02x0.02x0.02 crn3

, repetit ion t ime (TR) = 1 s, spin-echo t ime (TE) = 27 ms, number of 
averages (NA) = 1, d iffusion gradient durat ion (6) = 7 ms , diffusion gradient moment ('6. ) = 
14 ms , diffusion gradient (Gc1if f ) = 270 mT / m , diffusion weighting facto r (b) = 1500 s/mm2 

and total acquisit io 11 t ime = 12h30m . 
The local water diffusion and its orie11tat ional dependence in each voxel is described by 

t he diffusion tensor, which is a second order positivc definite symmetrie: tensor , in troduced in 
the early 1990s by Basser et al. [57] . The eigenva lues and eigenvectors of the diffusion tensor 
are used to cha racteri ze the rnean diffusivi ty and the amount of anisotropy in a voxel in scala r 
quantities which can be used for visualization methods [58]. One of t he most commonly used 
indices is t he fract iona l an isotropy (FA) [59] . given by: 

( 1.3) 

with À1 , À2, À3 t he eigenvalues (in decreasing order) and (,X) the mean eigenvalue . T he FA 
index ranges from O ( isotropic diffusion) to 1 ( anisotropi c: diffusion) . T he di ffusion tensor 
is assumed to be positive definite [38], rnea ning that all eigenvalues are positive . However , 
negative eigenval11es in the DTI data can be caused by noise in the measurements and occur 
in particular in regions of high anisotropy [60]. As a result of negative eigenvalues, t he FA 
index may slight ly exceed the maximum value of 1. T he negative eigenva lues are replaced by 
t heir absolute val11es which is an estimation rnethod explored in the study performed by Koay 
et a l. [60]. 

Diffusion can a lso be rcpresented geometrically by a 3D elli psoid , which visualizes the 
direct ion and magni t ude of diffusion [37]. T he shape of this 3D diffusion ellipsoid is related to 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the diffusiou tensor , as shown in figure 1.3. T he principal 
axes of t he 3D ellipsoid (figure 1.3a) a re a ligned with the eigenvectors and the radii are 
defined by the eigenva lues of the diffusion tensor . The orientation of t he longest axis has 
been extensively validated to represent t he local fiber orientation [61], which is illustrated in 
figure 1.3b. 
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Chaptcr 1. 

(a) D iffusion 
elli pso id 

1.2. Materials and m ethods 

(b) Longest ax is 

Figure 1.3: R epresentation of local water diff11sion 

Pole figures [62] are used to visualize the eigenvectors of all voxels . This is a c:ommonly used 
method to represent 3D orientations in a 2D graph. An example of the c:onstruc:tion of a pole 
figurc is illustrated in figure 1.4 for five vectors with unit length. The equal area projection 
tec:hnique is used to construct the pole figures . The end-points of t he vectors are projec: ted to 
the equatorial plane (i.e., the plane betwecn the north pole and the south pole of unit sphere) 
and a pole figure is then constructed, as presented iu figure 1.4b. 

Norlh pole 2 

South pole 

(a) Unit sphere (b) Pole fi gure 

Figure 1.4: An example of the cons tr'Uc tion of a pole fig'Ure 

1.2.4 Simulations 

The mechanica! and the irnagi ng experiments are coupled to accurately characterize the 
anisotropic mechanica! behavior of brain tissue. Therefore, t hree-dimensional finite element 
(FE) models of the brain tissue sarnples were created within Abaqus ( 6. 09-2, Simul-ia, 
Providence, RI, USA). The geometry of the brain tissue samples, as described in section 1.2.1, 
is modelled as a cylinder with a diameter of 7 mm. The height of the cylinder is between 1.5 
and 2 mm , depending on t he measured height of the tested brain tissue samples . In figure 1.5, 
the three-dimensional FE model of a brain tissue sample is shown. 

The mesh of the brain tissue samples is made with an approximate global seed size of 0.2 
mm and a maximum deviat ion factor of 0.1 , which will result in a number of elements in the 
model between 10.672 and 13.030 (depending on the sample height). Eight-node linear brick 
elemcnts with reduced integration and hourglass contra! were used. 

At each node of the bottom plane of the models, all the degrees of freedom were 
constrained. This boundary condition rcpresents the no-slip condition between the brain 
t issue samples and the turntable, as explained in section 1.2.2. The displacement of each 
node on the top plane was determined with the shearing angle (0) of the rheometer and was 
prescribed using a user subroutine [63] . 
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Figure 1.5: Three- dimensional FE model of brain tissue sample 

T he Holzapfe l-Gasser-Ogden materi al model [46] is used to describe the mechanica! behavior 
of t he brain t issue samples . Gasser et al. [46] have developed a constitutive model t hat is able 
to represent t he dispersion of t he collagen fiber orientation for arterial layers. The anisotropic 
hy perelast ic strain energy potent ia l for t his model is given by : 

(1.4) 

with 

(1.5) 

where in Eq. (1.4), Hl is the strain energy per uni t of reference volume, G is t he shear mod ulus, 
11 denotes the first invariant of the isochoric part of t he Cauchy-Green strain tensor, I< is the 
bulk modulus, J = det(F ) is the volume ratio, k1 > 0 is a material parameter to quantify the 
mechanica! st rength of t he fibers , k2 > 0 is a dimensionless material parameter and N is t he 
number of fami lies of fibers. The strain- like quant ity Èo: , characterizes the deformation of t he 
fam ilies of fibers. T he materia l parameter ii (0 ::; ,-.,, ::; ½) describes the d ispersion of t he fiber 
direct ions , with ,-.,, = 0 for perfectly a ligned fibers (i.c ., full transverse anisotropy) and li = ½ for 

- - - 2 
randomly distributed fibers (i.e ., isotropy) . Furthermore, l4o: = C : noo:·iioo: with C = J -3 C 
t he isochoric par t of t he Cauchy-Green strain tensor and no is t he fiber direction unit vector in 
the reference configuration . An important assumption of the Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden ma teria l 
model is that the fibers contribute their mechanica! st rength only in tension and not in 
compression [46]. Therefore, (Èo:) becomes O if Èo: is negative, imposed with (.) which are 
Macaulay brackets. The corresponding Cauchy stress tensor is t hen expressed as: 

(1.6) 

wit h t he hydrostatic and devia toric pa rts given by: 

( 1. 7) 
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U d ~ ~ [ GÎ!' + 2k1 t e", (Êo) ' (Ê0 ) ( , jjd + f1a(l ~ 3K)( ii0 ii0 )" ) ] , (1.8) 

where I is the unit tensor and Bd is t he deviatoric part of the isochoric Finger tensor B = 
2 

J - :i" B . 

The local fiber or ientat ions in the brain tissue samples obtained by t he DTI measurements, 
were implemented in the FE models. The locations of the known fiber orienta tions for all voxels 
in t he DTI measurements were scaled to the geometry of the models and were interpolated 
to each integration point using a trilinear interpolat ion. 

In literature, t he bulk modulus of brain t issue is reported to be 2.1 GPa [64]. For numerical 
reasons , a much lower bulk modulus is used in this study. A bulk modulus (K ) of 2.5 MPa is 
chosen and t he d imensionless material parameter k2 = 10- 5 is used , assuming a linear fiber 
contribution to t he stiffness. The remaining materia l parameters G, k , and r,, are varied in 
order to match the experimentally obta ined mechanical response of the brain tissue samples . 

1.3 Results 

Several experiments were done in this study to investigate the a nisotropy of brain t issue 
in relation to its mi crostructure. The resul ts of these experiments wi l! be presented in this 
sect ion . Firstly, the resu lts of the rheological measurements performed on the brain t issue 
samples will be shown. Secondly, an overview of the results of t he DTI measurements of t hese 
mechanically tested samples will be given . Finally, the rheological and DTI measurement are 
connected through numerical simulations. An overview of the main features of the tested 
samples is given in table 1.1. 

Table 1.1: Overview of main feat ures of tested brain t iss ue samples 

Sample no . Brain no. Orien tat iou Mechanica! lmaging Simulat ions 
1 A ✓ - -

2 1 A ✓ ✓ ✓ 
3 A ✓ - -

4 A ✓ ✓ ✓ 
5 2 A ✓ ✓ ✓ 
6 A ✓ ✓ -

7 B ✓ ✓ ✓ 
8 3 B ✓ ✓ -

9 B ✓ ✓ -

10 4 C ✓ ✓ ✓ 
11 5 C ✓ ✓ -

11 
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1.3.1 Mechanica! experiment 

In total, eleven brain tissue samples with three different sample orientations were tested 
mechanically (sec table 1.1 ). The material response of the brain t issue samples will be 
presented in terms of t he storage modulus G', loss modulus G" and dynamic shear modulus 
Gct . Figure 1.6 shows the results of G' and G" fora complete set of DFS tests for the measured 
frequency range of 1 Hz to 10 Hz for one individua l sample. The measured moduli increase 
with increasing frequency and G' is found to be larger than G" for low frequeucies, as can 
be seen in figurc 1.6. The difference in magnitude between G' and G" becomes smaller with 
increasing frequency. At a frequency of 10 Hz, G' and G" are in the same order of magnitude 
and in some cases G" even becomes larger than G'. The viscoelastic properties G' and G" are 
in the order of maguitude of the values found by Hrapko et al. [32 , 36] and the same trend of 
G' and G" with increasing frequency was also found. However, in t he study about a nisotropy 
of brain tissue samples of Hrapko et al. [36], G" was never found to be exceeding G'. 
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Figure 1.6: Storage mod-ul-us G' [Pa] and loss mod-ul-us G" [Pa] as a fun ction of the freqv,ency (Hz} 
for all orientations of (f' - 36(!' f or one individu.al sample with oriental'ion A (s ample 
no. 2) 

The results of the measured mechanica! properties are plotted in polar plots to show the 
influence of the orientat ion of the sample on t he measured material response, see figure 1.7. 
In this figure, G' and G" are shown for the measured frequency range of 1 Hz to 10 Hz and 
are clearly found to have a similar shape in the polar plot for all frequencies. The obscrva tions 
with regard to the increa.sing moduli with increasing frequency and the shape of the moduli in 
a polar plot not depending on the frequc11cy, mentioned and illustrated in figures 1.6 and 1.7, 
were found to be similar for the other samples . 
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Figure 1.7: Storage modulus G' [Pa] and loss modui'us G" [Pa] as a funct ion of the OT·ientation 
</> [0

] for one individual sample with o·rientatfon A (sample no. 2) 

The polar plots in figure 1.8 present the results of the dynamic shear modulus Cd at a 
frequency of 4 Hz for all samples. The samples shown iu figure 1.8a and 1.8b and 1.8c were 
taken from different slices of the corresponding brain. T he first sample of each brain is taken 
closcst to the sagitta l plane and bas the largcst stiffncss and shows the largcst anisotropic 
behavior. The two samples from figure 1.8d were taken from a slice of two different brains and 
show a large difference in magnitude of the 111easurcd Grt between the samples. The samples 
with orientation B , see figure 1.8c, show a different type of anisotropy than the other samples . 
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F igure 1.8: (contin'Ued) Dynamic mod'Ulus Gc1 [Pa] as a f1m ction of the orientation cjJ [0
] }or sarnplPs 

with the three different samplP orien lalions 

Table 1.2 shows the variat ion in Cd and the sta11dard deviation found per sample. The smallest 
variation was found to be 1.36 and the highest was found to be 2.90. Standard deviations for 
the tested samples were found to be between approximately 11 % and 34%. Hrapko et a l. [36] 
found standard deviat ions to be up to 26%. The variations of the measured materi al response 
a re due to the oriented microst ructure of t he tissue. 

Table 1.2: R at ios of max imum a nd mininH1111 response meas urcd and standa rcl dev iat ion fo r a 
freq uency of 4 Hz 

Sample no. Brain no. Orientat ion Gd(n1ax)/ Gr1(m i.n ) Standa rd deviat ion [%] 
1 A 2.27 24.4 
2 1 A 1.61 13.5 
3 A 1.59 12.3 
4 A 1.56 11.5 
5 2 A 1.36 10.7 
6 A 1.77 16.0 
7 B 2.90 33.8 
8 3 B 1.94 22.9 
9 B 2.11 25.4 
10 4 C 1.55 15.3 
11 5 C 1.74 18.3 
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The variation in Cd and the standard devi ation of the 0° orieutation found per sample was 
determined to check the reproducibility of the test, sce tablc 1.3. The variat iou w&; found to be 
in the range of 1.06 - 1.36 and the standard deviat ions were found to be bctwccn approximately 
3% and 11 %. In the next scction, the results of the microstructural imaging cxpcrimeut will 
be presented , and subsequently, results of mcchanical and imaging expcrimcnts are couplcd 
via numerical simulatious. 

Table 1.3: Ratios of maximum and minimum response mcasm ed a nd standard cl eviat ion of the 0° 
orientation for a frcq uency of 4 Hz 

Sample no. Bra.in no. Orienta tion Gc1(111ox)/ Gr1(111 i n ) Standard dev iat ion [%] 
1 A 1.08 2.9 
2 1 A 1.10 4.2 
3 A 1.09 3.8 
4 A 1.06 2.3 
5 2 A 1.23 7.5 
6 A 1.10 4.4 
7 B 1.07 2.6 
8 3 B 1.16 6.1 
9 B 1.11 4.2 
10 4 C 1.35 10.9 
11 5 C 1.36 10.9 

1.3.2 Imaging experiment 

Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) is used to measure the microstructure of the bra.in t issue 
samples . The local fiber orientat ious a re visuali zcd in 3D using a visualizat ion tool for DTI 
data [65] for one individual bra.in tissue sample in figurc 1.9. 

Figure 1.9: 3D image of local fiber orientations 
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From the obtained diffusion tensors of the DTI measurements, the fractional anisotropy (FA) 
is determined for all the voxels of the mechanically tested samples. In figure 1.10, the results 
of the imaging experiment a re presented in FA plots (left side figures) and the corresponding 
pole figures (r ight side figures) for several slices of one individual sample. The s lices a re 
taken in the height direction (z) of the sample. The boundary bctween the sample and the 
surrounding PBS is not very clear in the DTI images . A regiou of interest (ROI) is chosen 
in order to exclude the voxels of the surrouuding PBS. Therefore, the grey voxels of the FA 
plots are not considered in the pole figures. It shou ld be noted that the voxels with negative 
eigenvalues of the ROI are also taken into account in the FA plots and pole figures . 
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Figure 1.10: FA distribution with corresponding pole figure for several slices of one individual 
sample with orientation A (Brain no. 1) . ThP viewing a.1:is of the pole figures 
corresponds to the cen tra/ a.1:is of the cylindr'icnl samples. 
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(f) Polc fi gure sample 2 (z = 1.6 mm) 
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(g) FA plot sample 2 (z = 1.8 mm ) (h) Pole figm e sample 2 (z = 1.8 mm ) 

Figure 1.10: (continued) FA rlis t1 ·ib·ution with coT"responding pole fi,gure for several slices of one 
individual sample with or·ientation A (Brain no. 1}. The viewing axis of the pole 
figures corresponds to the centra[ axis of the cylindrical samples. 

The voxels with high FA value are not rando111 ly d istrihuted through the sample but 
concentrated at a certain location of the sample, as can be seen in the FA plots in figure 1.10. 
The viewing axis of the pole figures corresponds to the central axis of the cylindrical samples. 
Before constructing the pole figure, t he signs of all eigeuvectors are chosen such t hat they 
!ie in the upper hemisphere. lt is found t hat the fibers a re orientated out of t he top surface 
plane of t he sample under a u certain angle, see the pole figures in 1.10. The distributions of 
these eigenvectors are found to be rather consistent through the height of the sample (see 
fi gures l.lüb, l.lüd , l.lüf and l.lüh). Similar results are found for t he other samples, For 
each sample, t he FA plot and the corresponding pole figure of only one slice are shown in 
figures 1.11 - 1.13. 
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Figure 1. 11 : FA distribution wüh corresponding pole figurP for samples with orientation A (Brain 
no. 2). The viewing axis of the pole figures corresponds to the centra[ a.Tis of the 
cylindrical samples. 
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Figure 1.12: FA distribution w'ith corresponding pole figure fo r samples with orientation B ( Brain 
no. 3). The viewing axis of the pole figures corresponds to the centra[ axis of the 
cylindrical samples. 
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Figure 1. 13: FA di.str·ibution with corre.sponding pole figm·e f or .samples with orientation C ( Bra in 
no. 4 and 5). The viewing axi.s of the pole figure.s corre.spond.s to the centnd axi.s of the 
cylindrical .samples. 

T he orientation of the sample in figure 1.11 is t he ::;arne as the orientation of the sample in 
figure 1.10 (orientation A). However, the fiber oricntations in the pole figure::; in figure 1.11 
are found to be different than in the pole figures in figure 1.10. Figure l.lld and l.llf show 
a more in plane orientation of the fibers, while figure 1.11 b shows a fiber orientat ion out of 
the top surface plane of t he sample under a small angle. The fiber orientation of the three 
::;amples in figure 1.12 is found to be similar , namely a fiber orientation slightly out of the 
top surface with random distributed directions. Figure 1.13 shows a different fiber orientation 
for each sample, while they have the same sample orientation . In the pole figure 1.13b, it is 
found t hat the fibers are orientated more in plane, similar to the pole figures l. llcl and 1.1 lf. 
T he pole figure of the other sample, figure 1.13d, shows a concentrated fiber orientation out 
of the top surface plane unclcr an certain angle. 
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In table 1.4, an overv iew of the mean FA value for the ROI per sample is given. The voxels with 
negative eigenvalues are taken into account to determine the mean FA value and therefore 
t he percentage of t hese noise voxels is also presented in table 1.4. The mean FA va lues of t he 
samples are found to be in t he range of 0 .23 - 0.40 . To characterize t he anisotropic mechanica! 
behavior of brain t issue accurately, the mechanica! and imaging experiments are coupled. The 
resul ts of t his coupling are described in t he next section. 

Table 1.4: Mean FA value a ucl percentage of voxels wit h negative eigcnvalucs for ROI (noise voxels) 

Sample no. Brain no. Orientat ion Mean FA Noise voxels [%] 
2 1 A 0.33 5.1 
4 A 0.26 1.2 
5 2 A 0.40 4.8 
6 A 0.34 2.6 
7 B 0.29 5. 7 
8 3 B 0.23 9.2 
9 B 0.32 7.5 
10 4 C 0.29 0.8 
11 5 C 0.35 10.5 

1.3.3 Simulations 

T hree-climensional fin ite element (FE) models of t he brain t issue samples based on the 
underly ing st ructure a re used to relate t he results of both mechanica! and imaging 
experiments. The sum of the reaction force a t the nodes on t he top plane of t he FE model, is 
used to calculate the apparent shear modulus. The torque !vf can be taken as the sum of the 
component of the reac:tion force in the shear direct ion of each node mu ltiplied by the radius 
of the position of the node and therefore, the apparent shear modulus can be calculated by 
Eq. (1.1 ). 

The material parameters G and k1 are varied in order to match t he experimentally 
obtained rnechanical response of t he brain tissue. Therefore, t he rat io of G / k 1 = 0.105 as 
found by Ning e t a l. [47] is used as a st art ing point . The values of G a nd k 1 a re increased 
or decreased unt il a best predict ion of the measured Gc1 response is fo und . Two different 
assumptions are considered to define the material parameter r;,. The first assumption is a 
linear relat ionship between i--i, and FA, with r;, from ½ to 0 corresponding to FA from 0 to 1, 
respect ively. The same rela tionship between r;, and FA is considered for the second assumption , 
exccpt for t he maximum FA value, which is set to 0 .55 instead of 1. The FA value of 0.55 
is chosen , bec:ause t hi s was found to be t he maximum mean FA value for t he slices of a ll 
samples. In t his study, t he material parameter r;, is assumed to be variable over t he entire 
sample volume, depending on t he FA of the sample. Therefore , t he material parameter r;, and 
the range of FA a re clivided in 10 increments. Subsequently, a value for i--i, is determined per 
element depending 0 11 the FA value of the element. In figure 1.14 the two d ifferent assumptions 
considered to define t he materia l parameter r;, are shown . The resul ts shown in this section 
are based on the second FA assumption, see figure 1.14b. 
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Figure 1.14: Relationship of"' and FA divided in 10 increments 

In order to quantify the qua lity of the prediction of t he measured mechanica! response, an 
error of the prediction is defined as: 

error = -------
N 

L (Gc1); 
i = I 

(1.9) 

with N the number of DFS tests , which is 13 in total , correspo11ding to the orientations of 
0° to 360° by increments of 30°, ( Gc1) i the measured <lynamic shear modulus and Gi the 
apparent shear modulus calculated from the reaction farces. The shape in the polar plot of 
the rneasure<l material response is not considered in this error. Thercfore, an ellipse is fitted 
to the dynami c shear modulus in the polar plot. The si1.1e of an ellipse is determined by the 
major an<l minor radius A and B, respectively. The ecc:entricity of an ellipse is defined as: 

~ 
e = V 1 - A2 ' (1.10) 

and is a number between 0 and 1, being 0 in case of a c: ircle . 
First ly, the measured Gc1 curve is predicted using material parameters based on the ratio 

of Ning et al. [47]. In table 1.5, an overview of these parameters is given for the different 
samples. The quality of the prediction , as defined in Eq. (1.9) , and deviation in eccentricity 
a re also given. 
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Table 1.5: Material parameter set G and k 1 based on the ratio of Ning used for the prediction of 
the measured material response 

Sample no Bra.in no. Orientation G [Pa] k1 [Pa] Error Deviation in cccentricity [%] 
2 1 A 380 3626 0.033 27.0 

4 2 A 400 38 17 0.045 26.3 
5 2 A 300 2863 0.026 12.5 

7 3 B 760 7253 0.124 64.8 

10 4 C 340 3245 0.036 40.6 

Sccondly, rat ios of G / k I different t han t he rat io found by Ning et a l. [4 7] are used to predict 
t he rneasured Gd curve . To find an opt imum in the predict ion of t he measured materia l 
response Gc1 , bot h the quali ty of t he prediction and eccentricity are considered. As a result , 
ratios of G / k1 in the range of 0.062-0.085 were found as can be derived from the values of the 
111aterial parameters used for the prediction of the measured Gr1 curve, see table 1.6. Again , 
the qua li ty of the prediction and deviation in eccentricity are also given. The rcsults of the 
pred ict ion of Gr1 for the mechanically tested brain tissue samples are presented in figure 1.15. 
T he µredict ion based on the ratio of Ning et a l. [47] and the prediction with the material 
parameter set of table 1.6 are both shown in figure 1.1 5. The shape of t he predictions in the 
polar plot are approximately the same as for t he measured material response . Several samples 
show a shift of the center of t he closed curve compared to t he measured Gr1 curve. Considering 
t he qua li ty of t he predict ions, t he pred ict ion of the measured Gc1 curve based on t he rat io of 
Ning et a l. [47], gives t he smallest error for most of the samples, sce table 1.5 and 1.6. On 
the other hand , t he prediction basecl on t he rat ios different than the ratio of Niug et a l. [47], 
gives a s111aller error in ecceutricity. 

Table 1.6: !Vlaterial parameter set G and k 1 uscd for t he prediction of the 11 was 1m-:d material 
response 

Sample no. Bra.in no. O ri enta t ion C [Pa] k1 [Pa] Rat io E rror Dev iaLion in ecce nt ricity [%] 
2 1 A :340 5500 0.062 0.04 1 19.1 

4 2 A 360 4700 0.077 0.055 22 .2 

5 2 A 280 3800 0.074 0.028 4. 7 

7 3 B 740 9000 0.082 0 .1 20 62. i 
10 4 C 3:30 3900 0.085 0 .038 :36.0 
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Figure 1.15: Polar plots of the predic ted shear modulus G [Pa] and the m easured dynamic shear 
modulus Cd [Pa] 
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1.4 Discussion and conclusions 

Constit ut ive relat ions are important to predict traumatic brain injury and the constitutive 
behavior is related to t he microstructure of the t issue. In t his study, the anisotropic mechanical 
behavior of porcine brain tissue samples is determined in shear deformation and t he st ructure 
of these samples is measured with Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DT I) experiments . The results of 
both experiments are used to characterize the parameters of the constitutive model developed 
by Gasser et al. [46]. 

The porcine brain tissue samples are taken from three different sample orientations: 
parallel (A), perpendicular (B) and at an angle of 45° (C) to the sagittal plane . The measured 
modu li of t he samples increase wit h increasing frequency for low frequencies. T he storage 
modulus G' and loss modulus G" are different in order of magni tude and t his difference 
becomes smaller with increasing frequency. At a frequency of 10 Hz , G' and G" are in the 
same order of magnitude and in some cases G" eveu exceeds G'. The storage modulus G' is 
measured in the range of approximatcly 200 - 1150 Pa and the loss modulus G" is measured 
in t he range of a pproximately 100 - 470 Pa for a frequency of 4 Hz. Fora strain ampli tude of 
1 % and t he frequency range of 1 to 10 Hz used in the DFS tests , t he viscoelastic properties G' 
and G" are in the order of magnitude of t he values found by Hrapko et al. [32, 36], although 
in t he study of Hrapko et al. [32, 36] samples from the corona radiata were tested. The trend 
of increasing moduli with increasing frequency was also observed by Hrapko et a l. [32 , 36], 
however , G" was never found to be la rger than G'. All t he samples show similar behavior 
concerning the observations mentioned. T he shapes in a polar plot of t he measured mechanica! 
properties are found to be different per sample orienta tion. For most of the samples, the sha pe 
in a polar plot is elliptical. The polar plots of the samples taken perpendicular (B) to the 
sagittal plane, have an irregular sha pe. Hrapko et al. [36] found that in some cases, t he 
measured mechanical properties in the polar plot had the shape of an equilateral t riangle . 
Therefore, different shapes than elliptical are possible in polar plots although an ellipse is a 
more common shape in a polar plot for the anisotropic mechanica! behavior. The directions 
corresponding to the maximum and minimum mechanica! properties are consistent for the 
frequency range of 1 to 10 Hz for individual samples, although they varied between samples. 
For a frequency of 4 Hz, the ratio of maximum and minimum mechanica! properties measured 
is in t he range of 1.36 - 2.90 . The standa rd deviat ions for the tested samples at a frequency 
of 4 Hz were found to be in the range of 11 % - 34%. In the study about anisotropy of Hrapko 
et al. [36], the average ratios of maximum and min imum response measured were found to 
be in the range of 1.26 - 1.40 and 1.23 - 1.38 for a frequency of 1 Hz and 10 Hz respectively. 
Standard deviations were found to be up to 26%. Overall , the differences found in anisotropic 
mechanica! behavior between the porcine brain t issue samples may be caused by the local 
fiber orientat ion. 

DTI experiments are performed to measure the underlying structure of the mechanically 
tested porcine brain t issue samples . The local fiber orientation distribution is found to be 
consistent throughout the measured samples. The fract ional anisotropy (FA) index [59] is 
used to describe the amount of d iffusion in a voxel, ranging from O to 1 for isotropic and 
anisotropic diffusion , respectively. Negative eigenvalues in the DTI data occur in particular in 
regions of high anisotropy [60] and can be caused by noise in the measurements. The voxels 
with negative eigenvalues following from the diffusion tensor are a lso taken into account for 
the fiber orientation . To determine the mean FA value of an individual sample, all eigenvalues 
should be positive because the diffusion tensor is assumed to be positive definite [38]. In the 
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results of t he DT I data, t he negative eigenvalues are replaced by their absolute values which 
is au est imation method explored in the study per fo rmed by Koay et al. [60] . T he percentage 
of voxels wi th negative eigenvalues in t he calcnlation of t he mean FA value per sample, is 
in t he range of 0.8% - 10.5%. The mean FA values of t he different brain t issue samples a re 
found to be in the range of 0. 23 and 0.40. T he lowest mean FA value is found for a sample 
taken perpendicular to the sagittal plane and the highest mean FA value is fo und for a sample 
taken parallel to the sagittal plane. T he high FA values are concentrated at a cer tain location 
of t he samples . To rcduce the chance of finding negative eigenvalues in DTI data, at least 20 
to 30 uniformly dist ri buted gradient d irections should be used [66]. In this st udy, 10 different 
gradient directions were a pplied . 

For both the mechanica! and DTI experiments , anisotropy is found in the porcine 
brain t issue samples . T he experiments a re coupled to accurately characterize the anisotropic 
mechanica! behavior of brain t issue using three-dimensional fini te element (FE) models of t he 
porcine brain t issue samples based on t he underlying structure. T he Holzapfcl-Gasser-Ogden 
materia l model [46] is used to describe the mechanica! behavior of t he samples. In order 
to match t he experimentally obtained mechanical response, t he materia l parameters G and 
k1 are varied . Ning et a l. [47] performed a stud y to define the constit u t ive response of t he 
brainstem undergoing fi ni te shear deformatio11 . T he predict ion of t he measured mechanica! 
response G cl based on t he ratio of the materi al parameters G / /.,; 1 = 0.105 fouud by Ning et 
al. , gives an error for t he quali ty of t he prediction between 0.026 and 0 .124 , as estimated 
with Eq. (1.9) . Va rious rat ios of t he material parameters different from t he ratio of Ning et 
al. are used fo r the prediction of the measurcd Gc1 a nd the ratios of G / k 1 were fo und to be 
in the range of 0.062 - 0.085. T he quali ty of t he prediction using t hese different ratios were 
found to be close to t he resul ts of t he predi ction based on the rat io of Ning et a l. [47]. The 
error for t he quali ty of t he pred iction is in t he range of 0.028 - 0.120. Fora few samples, t he 
error even becomes slight ly smaller. However , considering the shape of t he shea r modulus in 
a polar plot, t he predict ion based on the ratios d ifferent t han the rat io of Ning et al. [4 7], 
gives a sma ller error in eccent ricity. T he shape of both the predictions are rather similar to 
the shape of the measured mechanica! response in the polar plot , although the center of t he 
shape in the polar plot is shiftecl for several samples. Furthermorc, it is d ifficult to establish a 
good cor relation bctween t he d irection of t he maxi mum measured mechanica! propert ies and 
t he local fiber d irections of t he porcine bra in t issue samples. 

Fiber orientation is one of t he many factors t hat cont ribu te to the st iffness of brain 
t issue . Diffusion Tensor Imaging is a techniquc providing unique insights in to the t issue 
microstructure. An important limi tat ion is t hat it fails a t fiber crossings, because only one 
single fi ber orientat ion in each voxel is recovcrcd. [38] . High Angula r Resolu t ion Diffusio11 
Imaging (HARDI) [67] is a technique to characterize diffusion in voxels with mul t idirectiona l 
fibers , which can be nsed for fu t ure studies. T he constitutive model developed by Gasser et 
al. [46] assumes that the fibers contribu te only in tension and not in comprcssion. In reali ty, 
compression of t he fi bers may partially contribu tc to the mechanica! properties measured in 
shear tests . Consequent ly, the Holzapfe l-Gasser-Ogden material model [46] is not sufficient to 
represent t he anisotropic mechanica! behavior of brain t issue. In order to obtain a more 
accurate characteri zation of t he anisotropic mechanica! behavior of bra in t issue, furt hcr 
improved constit u t ivc models have to be investigatcd and developed in fu t ure studies. 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental and numerical aspects 

This cha pter will provide the background informat ion a nd procedures needed for the used 
methods to relate t he anisotropic properties of brain t issue to the micro tructure , as described 
in chapter 1. 

2 .1 Intrad uction 

Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) can be c:aused by traffic accidents and may lead to permanent 
healt h issues or even death . Diffuse axona l injury (DAI) is one of t he most common types of 
T BI. Brain injury cri teria are used to relate T BI to mechanica! loading. In the a utomotive 
industry, t he currently used brain injury criterion is based on global head kinemat ics. 
Three-dimensional fiuite element (FE ) head models are used to understand and predict head 
injuries as a consequcnce of mechanica! loading. An accurate descript ion of t he mechanica! 
behavior of brain t issue is important to improve current FE head models in order to obtain 
a relia ble prediction of T BI. Various studies indicate that the mechanica! propertics of brain 
tissue are both heterogeneous and anisotropic. Furthcrmore, imaging techniques have shown 
that there a re variat ions in axona l orientation for different parts of brain tissue. At present , 
t here is no strong connection between the axonal orientat ion of brain t issue and its a uisotropic 
mechanica! response. T herefore, t he goal of t his study is to quant itatively characterize t he 
anisotropy of brain t issue in relation to its microstructure. 

In order to achieve the goal, several experiments were performed. Firstly, the mechanica! 
response of fresh porcine brain t issue samples was determined by rheological experiments . 
These experiments were conducted wit hin 6 hours post-mortem to reduce sample degradation. 
Secondly, Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DT I) mea.surements were performed iu order to 
determine the axonal orientat ion of t hese mechanically tested brain t issues samples. Finally, 
t hree-dimensiona l F E models of the brain tissue samples ba.sec! on the underlying structure 
are used to predi ct t he experimentally obtained mechanica! response. 
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2.2 Dynamic frequency sweep test 

The mechanica! properties of brain tissue can be measured dnring compression , shear or 
tension . Iu this study, porcine brain t issue samples are tested in shear defornrntion using 
dynamic frequency sweep (DFS) tests. These experiments are performed on the AR ES 
rotat ional rheometer, using a parallel plate configurat ion in cornbination wi th the Pelt ier 
Environmental Con trol [52]. 

An eccentric configuration [53] for rotational shear experiments is used , wherc the samples 
a re not centered between the plates bu t placed at the edge of t he pla te. A sinusoidal straiu 
--y was applied to the sample during the DFS tests. T he shear strain ampli tude was wi t hin 
the linear viscoelast ic limit [27, 31] and therefore, linear viscoelast ic material behavior can be 
assumcd. T he sinusoidal strain and stress can be described as: 

--y (t) = '"'(o sin(wt) 

T( t ) = Gd'"'/O sin (wt + 15) 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

wi th Gr1 t he dynamic shear modulus and ó the phasc shift . The slicar st ress can be dccomposed 
into two waves of t he same frequency wi th a pli ase shift of ~ and ampli t ude of T6 and T6' 
respectively [52,54]. This is represcuted mathema tically in Eq. (2.3). 

T( t ) = T1 + T11 
= T6 sin (wt) + T6' cos(wt ) 

T(t) = G'--yo sin (wt) + G"10 cos(wt) 

(2 .3) 

(2.4) 

Duriug the DFS tests , t he ela::;t ic aud the viscous part of the materia l response can be 
separated in terms of t he storage mod ulus G' and loss modulus G" . The overall materia l 
response is represented by the dynami c shear modulus: 

(2.5) 

Since the eccentric rotational shear coufiguratiou [53] was used , it is not correct to obtain the 
shear moduli directly frorn the standard software out pu t of t he AR ES. The shear st ress T and 
shear strain --y have to be calculated from the measured torque Af and angle 0, given by: 

R 
--y =0-

h 
(2.6) 

where R is t he distancc from the center of t he rheometer to the cdge of the sample, R 1 is 
t he sample radius and h is t he sample height. T he shear moduli are frequency dependent 
and are determined fo r t he following frequencies : 1.00 Hz, 1.59 Hz, 2.51 Hz, 3.98 Hz, 6.31 
Hz and 10.00 Hz. The results of the shear moduli for t he porcine brain t issue samples a re 
shown in appendix A. The experiment protocol for the rheological experiment can be found 
in appendix B . 
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2.3 Diffusion Tensor Imaging 

Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) [37] is a technique capable of imaging the orientation of 
internal fibrous structure of tissues . DTI is an extension of diffusion-we ighted magnetic 
rcsonance imaging (DW-MRI) , which is a technique to generate contrast i11 MR images based 
011 the amount of water diffusion in the imaging voxel [38]. 
MIU uses the magnetic properties of hydrogen protons to produce detailed images of internal 
structures in the human body. The magnetic field generated by a MRI scanner is called the 
Bo fi eld . The magnetic property of hydrogen protons is called the spin . sec fi gm e 2.1. 

µ 

Figure 2.1: Sp'in characterist'ics of hydrogen proton 

Two positions of the spin are possible when hydrogen protons are exposed to the Bo field . 
The spin wi ll a lign pa ra llel or anti-parallel wi t h the direction of the Bo field . The magnetic 
moment {l will precess with the Larmor frequency to align with the Bo fi eld and is given by 
t lH' Larmor equation : 

wo = -y Bo. (2.7) 

with wo the Larmor frequency, 'Y the gyromagnetic ratio and Bo the magnctic fi eld of the 
MRI scanner. One imaging voxel contains many spins with a net maguetic moment between 
the parallel spins and the ant i-parallel spi11s i11 the direction of the Bo field. 

An extra statie magnetic field can be applied perpendicular to the Bo field , which is t he 
radio frequency (RF) field. By applying a RF pulse equal to the Larmor frequency, the spins 
with the same frequency wi ll start to resonate in phase and different locations of the spins will 
give the same MR signal frequency (wo). Magnetic field gradients a re used to change the MR 
signa ) frequency based on the location of the spins. Linear changes in t he Bo fi eld a re created 
by applying an x , y or z gradient , see figure 2.2. By combining the gradients in these three 
directions, a gradient along any arbitrary orientation can be created. Spins start to resonate 
at different frequencies depending on their location when a gradient is applied. 

The DTI measurements in this st udy were done according to the pulsed-field gradient 
(PFG) technique proposed by StejskaJ and Tanner [56]. A three-dimensional spin-echo 
sequence is used with two diffusion-sensitizing gradients placed symmetrically on either side 
of the 180° refocusing RF pulse, see figure 2.3. During the first gradient before the 180° 
refocusing RF pulse, the spins will dephase depending on their location in the gradient field. 
Subsequently, the second gradient is a pplied with the same direction and time period after 
t he 180° refocusing RF pulse to rephase the spins. The net magnetic moment will be zero 
for all spins in there is no diffusion. Perfect refocusing of the phases is not possible if the 
hydrogen protons have moved due to diffusion in between the two applied gradients. 
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y y y 

X 

z z z 

x gradient y gradient z gradient 

F igure 2.2: :r. y and z magnetic field gradients 

The spins of the moved hydrogen protons will experience a different magnetic field during 
rephasing than during dephasing. This wi l! lead to phase distribution and loss in the MR 
signa!. Therefore, it is possible to generate contrast in the MR image based on the diffusion of 
hydrogen protons along the direct ion of the applied gradients. Diffusion wi l! lead to a change 
of the MR signal, which depends on the diffusion D and the so-called b-value, given by: 

Sb - b/J 
So = e ' (2 .8) 

with Sb and So the signal intensity with diffusion weight ing factor b and without diffusion 
weighting respectively. The b-value indicates the amount of diffusion weighting and is 
determined by the gyromagnetic ratio 1 , the amplitude of the magnetic fi eld gradient pulses 
G , the cluration of the gradient pubes ó and the delay between the gradient pulses b.. This 
b-value is expressed as 

b = ,20252 ( b. - f) (2.9) 

From Eq. (2.8), it follows that the signal loss wil! become larger fora higher cliffusion constant . 
The amount of loss in the MR sigual clepencls on b. , because refocusing of the phase will be 
less perfect if the hydrogen proton::; have more time to diffuse. 

180° 
900 1 echo 

RF ------~~---....,nlttlnfl~nlf"'o-lfvyv o . o . 

PFG _ _____._.cJ ■.__: ____.. ____ _ 
statie 
spins 

diffusing 
spins 

net signa! 
intensity .---

Fig ure 2.3 : A schematic representation of the PFG techT/,'iqu,e 
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2.4 Finite e lement model 

Three-dimensiona l finite element (FE) models of the porcine brain tissue samples were 
created within Abaqus ( 6. 09- 2, Simulia , Providence, RI, USA) to ac:curately charac:terize 
the anisotropic mechanica! behavior of brain t issue. The results of the DTI measurements 
were implemented in these FE models to predict the measured material response from the 
DFS tests. 

The geometry of the brain tissue samples was modelled as a cylinder with a diameter of 
7 mm and a height between 1.5 and 2 mm, depending on the measured height of the tested 
brain tissue samples. The mesh seeds were positioned uniformly a long a ll the edges of the 
cylinder and au approximate global seed size of 0.2 mm was used for the mesh. A maximum 
deviation factor of 0.1 was used , whic:h is a measurc of how much the element edges deviate 
from the original geometry [63], as shown in figure 2.4 . This resulted in a mcsh with a number 

h = chordal devia tion 
deviation factor = 11/L 

Figure 2.4: Deviation factor 

of elements between 10.672 a nd 13.030, depending on the sample height , as can be seen in 
table 2.1. The used element type was C3D8R, which is an eight-nodc linear brick element 
with reduced integration and hourglass contra!. 

Table 2.1: Overview of the number of clcments of the FE moclcls 

Sample no. Brain no. Orientation Height [mm] No. of clements 
2 1 A 1.99 13.030 
4 2 A 1.62 10.672 
5 2 A 1.58 10.672 
7 3 B 1.52 10.672 

10 4 C 1.76 12.006 

Sandpaper was glued to the turntable to prevent slipping of the samples during the DFS 
tests. Therefore, all the degrees of freedom werc constrained at each node of the bottom 
plane of the models. The displacement was not hornogeneous for t he entire top plane but 
depended on t he radius R of the plate, see figure 2.5. The displacement vector of each node 
was determined from its position (1:. y and the shearing angle 0. The comµon ents dx and dy of 
this displacement vector were prescribed with the user subroutine DISP [63]. The local fiber 
orientations in the brain tissue samples obtained by the DTI measuremcnts were implemented 
in the FE models with the user subroutine ORJENT [63]. The locations of the known fiber 
orientations for all voxels in the DTI measurements of a brain tissue sample were scaled to 
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R 

Fig ure 2.5: Schematic representation of di8placement of a node on thr top plane 

the cylindrical FE model. Trilinear in terpolation was used to define a local fiber orientat ion 
far each intcgration point . 
T he brain t issue samples a re described as an anisotropic hyperelastic rnaterial with the strai 11 
energy potential proposed by Gasser et a l. [46]. For the FE models of t he brain t issue samples, 
the following material parameters are defined: CJO, D, k1, k2 and ,-;,. T he ma terial parameters 
Cm and D are defined as: 

(2. 10) 

with G the shear modulus and J( the bulk modulus. A bu lk modulus of 2.5 MPa was used in 
th is study instead of a bulk modulus of 2. 1 GPa [64], to reduce the computation time. Both 
values far the bulk modulus givc no difference in the results of the sum of the reaction farces 
at the nodes on the top plane and t herefare, it is _j11stified to use a 11111ch lower bulk modulus 
of 2.5 MPa. T he materia l parameter k1 > 0 is 11sed to quant ify the mechanica! st rength of 
the fibers. The dimensionless material parameter k2 = 10- 5 was used , assuming a linear fiber 
contribu tion to the st iffness. 

The apparent shear modulus is calculated from t he sum of the reaction farces at t he nodes 
on the top plane of the FE model. In order to predict the measured material response from 
the DFS tests, the material parameters C10 , k1 and,.,, are varied. The rat io of G/k1 = 0.105 
as faund by Ning et al. [47] is 11sed as a starting point. 

First , it was assumed that ,.,, was constant over the entire sample volume and the two 
extreme values ,.,, = 0 and ,.,, = ½, fo r perfectly aligned fibers and randomly distr ibu ted 
fibers respec:t ively, were used. T he result of the predic:tion of the measured materia l response 
with a inpu t shear modulus of 410 Pa is shown in figure 2.6. From the results of t he DTI 
measurements, it was observed that the voxels with high fractional anisotropy (FA) are not 
randomly distributed through the sample but concentrated at a certain location of the sample. 
Therefare, the material parameter K: was assumed to be varia ble over t he entire sample volume 
depending on the FA value of the brain t issue sample. A linear relationship between ,.,, and 
FA was assumed. The first assumption was a ra nge of FA from 0 to 1 corresponding to ,.,, = ½ 
and ,.,, = 0 respectively, see figure 2. 7a. For each voxel, an FA value was determined and linked 
to the midpoint , which can be described with an x- and y-coord inate of the voxel. 
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Figure 2 .6: Polar plot of predicted and m easured shear modulus (s ample 2) 

In order to determinc an FA value for each integration point , tri linear intcrpolation was used . 
T he FA range of 0-1 is divided in 10 increments with a corresponding valuc for ,-,, and for each 
element it is determ ined to which FA increment the element belongs to dcfinc a value for ,-,, 
for the element considcrcd . F igure 2. 7b shows that the FA values are in FA increment 3 or 4 
for most of the elements of the model. 
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Figure 2. 7: ( continued) Relationship of h: and FA dividPd in 10 increm ents 

Ncxt , the range of FA is takcu from 0 to the maximu111 mean FA val11e of the slices of a ll 
samples . which is found to be 0. 55, see figure 2. 7c. Again. it is determined to which FA 
incrcmcnt the elemcnts belong. Figure 2.7d shows t ha t t he FA values a re in the higher FA 
in c:rcments fo r most of t he elements of t he models. 

T he prediction of t he mcasured ma terial response is shown in figure 2.8 for both FA 
distributions wit h the same inpu t shear modulus of 410 Pa. The prediction of t he measured 
shear mod ulus with FArnax = 0.55 resul ts in a more anisotropic response compared to the 
pred ict ion wit h FAm ax = l. Therefore, t he FA range for t he brain t issue models was taken 
frorn 0 to to t.he maximum calcu la ted mean FA value of t he slices of all samples. 
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Figure 2.8: Polai · plot of predic ted and m easured shear modulus for two FA distri butions (sample 2) 
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Appendix A 

Results of the measured mechanical 
properties 

An overview of the results of t he measured storage modulus G' [Pa] and loss modulus G" [Pa] 
in the frequency range of 1-10 Hz and a strain amplitude of 1 % for the eleven tested porcine 
bra in tissue samples is shown here. 
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Appendix B 

Experiment protocol 

• At least a week before mechanica} experiment 

- Order porcine brains (3 or 4 pieces) vi a Sjoerd van Tuij l (s.v.tuijl@tue.nl) . Note tha t 
the preferred days for delivering porcine brains are tuesdays and thursdays. 

- Reserve the MRI scanner via Gustav Strijkers (g.j.strijkers@tue.nl). 

- Reserve the rl1eometer (agenda in rheolab) , Clean Air Cabinet (schedule in cellab) 
aud vibratome (www.cellab.bmt.tue.nl) 

• D ay before mechanica} experiment 

- Make two large bottles of PBS and store them in the 4°C refrigerator. 

- Store icepacks Îll t he -30°C freezer. 

- Check if the blades and glue for the vibratome are in stock. 

• Day of mechanica} experiment 

- Set the cool box wi t h a bott le of PBS , icepacks and a jar for the brains in front of 
t he office of Sjoerd van T\ 1ijl before 10 a. m . The brains wil! usually be delivered 
around 12 a. m. 

- Install t he test setup of the rheometer . Be sure that the motor is turned off before 
installat ion. 

- Specify t he correct sett ings for DFS test wi thin TA Orchest rator 

- Before Sjoerd vau Tuij l is back from the slaughterhouse, mount the blade in the 
vibratome and turn the Clean Air Cabinet on. Prepare the equipment , such as 
waste bag, bott le of alcohol , paper towels, tray for cutting brains, scalpel, medium 
jars for the brain tissue samples, corkbore, glue, vibratome pla te.· and spatula . 
Fill the medium jars with PBS and label them. Put ice around the tray of the 
vibratome and fill it with PBS . 

- After arriva l of the porcine brains, put the jar with brains in the Clean Air Cabinet. 
Fill the t ray for cutting brains with PBS . Use the sca lpel to cut a rectangula r piece 
from the brain halve around the corpus callosum. Glue this piece to a vibratome 
pla te. Note tha t the vibratome pla te is mounted into the vibra tome with the notch 
of the vibra tome plate a t the left. Put the remaining brain halves back into the ja r 
with PBS to prevent dehydration of the brain halves. 
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- Set the thickness (2 mm) , speed (0.05-1 mm /s) and frequency (100 Hz) of the 
vibratome to cut slices. Throw away the first slice to provide a smooth surface 
of the brain piece. 

- }.fake a sample from the slice using a cork bore. Try to take a homogeneous and white 
matter sample. 

- Put the sample in a medium jar fill ed with PBS and store the medium jar in the 4°C 
rcfrigerator. 

- After obtaining a suffi cient amount of samples (3 or 4) , take the medium jars with 
the brain t issue samples to the rheolab. 

- Store t he medium jars in the refrigerator of the rheolab and prepa re the test setup . 
Start with a DFS test on a foam sample to check if it works correctly. 

- Perform the whole set (orientations 0°-360°) of DFS tests fora sample. 

- After DFS tests are done for all samples, put the samples in medium jars filled with 
37% form aldehyde and store them in the fume cupboard . 

- Clean a ll uscd equipmcnt and throw away the remaining brain tissue. 

• At least two days before imaging experiment 

- Take the samples out the formaldehyde and put them in medium ja rs filled with PBS . 

- Store the medium jars i11 the 4°C fridge. 

• Day of imaging experiment 

- Bring t he samples to the MRI scanner in N-laag. 

- Pu t some glue at the bottom of the small cylindrical tray. 

- Use the spatula to carefully place all the samples of the same mecha11ical experiment 
day in the small cylindrical tray. 

- Fill thE' small cylindrical tray with PBS. 

- Cover the small cylindric:al tray with parafilm. 

- lnsert t he sma ll cylindrical tray into the scanner inside an RF coil. 
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